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Abstract.

SnO2 loaded with 1 wt.% NiO based gas sensors, have been tested under humid back-
ground towards different H2S concentrations when operated at 350 ◦C. Knowing that water
dissociation takes place, leading to the formation of strongly bonded surface hydroxyl groups,
usually hindering the subsequent gas detection, it is of highly importance to understand the
role of NiO as “OH groups trapper” element. By using complementary phenomenological
investigations (simultaneous electrical resistance and work function measurements) we could
emphasize the role of loading element in mitigating the water effects, further reflected through
the different H2S interaction mechanisms. As such, the exposure of the SnO2 - 1 wt.% NiO
sensors to different relative humidity levels was mirrored through a decrease in surface band
bending due to the water donor effect and to a minor increase in the electronic affinity ex-
plained by the low adsorption of surface OH groups.
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1. Introduction

In the field of gas sensing, different metal oxide semiconductors (MOS) and their associated
combinations have been proposed for detecting specific gas atmospheres [1]. The main reason
for the application development and the associated research is based on several advantages like:
low fabrication costs, low power consumption and high selective sensitivity potential. The most
important aspect towards gas sensing devices development is related to the realistic evaluation of
the associated sensing performances. In this respect, the role of relative humidity (%RH) as the
main interfering agent should be considered [2].
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Nowadays, the main focus is oriented towards detecting low traces of hydrogen sulfide (H2S)
under in-field conditions (e.g. the presence of variable RH, normal atmospheric pressure, dy-
namic gas flow). H2S is a gas that occurs in nature often due to the decomposition of waste
materials, natural gas or industrial activities [3].

One of the main issues expressed by n-type semiconducting metal oxide materials (e.g.
SnO2) is the lack of selectivity, showing cross-sensitivity to more than one target gas and also to
the moisture present in the surrounding atmosphere [4]. On the other hand, p-type semiconduct-
ing metal oxide materials (e.g. NiO) exhibit a specific relation with water related species, acting
as “humidity absorber” [5]. Moreover, one of the promising aspects in using NiO material em-
bedded into gas sensing platforms, is related to its low electrical resistance, when operated under
normal atmospheric conditions [6]. Such effect is related to the adsorption of surface oxygen
species, leading to the appearance of acceptor levels able to trap electrons from the valence band,
thus increasing the concentration of positive charges (holes) in the form of surface accumulation
layer. The aforementioned process leads to an increase in electrical conductivity [7].

According to Choi et al. [5], SnO2 loaded with NiO has shown less humidity influence
and a significant increase in the recovery speed. n-type MOS surface loaded with p-type MOS
will induce distinctive surface reactivity, enhancing the sensing properties through their unique
receptor/transducer functions [8]. S. C. Lee et al. reported that SnO2 based thick-film gas sen-
sors promoted with MoO3 and NiO exhibit a linear response to H2S between 0.25 and 1 ppm
when operated at 350 ◦C in dry air conditions [9]. M. Kaur et al. have shown that RF sput-
tered SnO2:NiO thin film was able to detect sub-ppm H2S at room temperature under dry air
background [10].

SnO2-NiO heterojunctions based gas sensors were used for NO2 and C6H6 detection ex-
hibiting an optimum response at 300 ◦C [11]. Micro-hotplate sensor based on SnO2-NiO poly-
crystalline material was shown optimum formaldehyde sensitivity when operated at 300 ◦C.
Additionally, no cross-sensitivity was recorded towards: alcohol, toluene, α-pinene and acetone
[12]. Hybrid nanowires based on NiO/SnO2 showed good sensitivity to NO2 when the operating
temperature was set to 250 ◦C [13]. Porous NiO/SnO2 microspheres were used in detection of
formaldehyde, exhibiting fast response and recovery transients at 240 ◦C. Beside its good sensi-
tivity to the above-mentioned target gas, good selectivity was also highlighted against: benzene,
methanol, acetone, toluene, ethanol, ammonia and 2-propanol [14].

Within the aforementioned examples the role of humidity was not considered.
Our recent results [15] highlighted the sensing properties of the same sensors based on SnO2

loaded with 1 wt.% NiO, when exposed to different concentrations of H2S under the presence of
humidity.

Focus of this paper is on identifying and explaining the gas sensing mechanism specific to
these sensors.

2. Simultaneous electrical resistance and work function inves-
tigations

Electrical resistance (Keithley 6517A) and relative work function measurements (KP6500
McAllister Digital Kelvin Probe) have been simultaneous performed [16] using a computer con-
trolled gas mixing unit (Fig. 1).

The Kelvin probe (KP) method is based on the vibrating capacitor principle, where one plate
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is considered to be the KP-stainless-steel metallic tip and the other plate is the gas sensitive
surface layer. The KP tip is coated with a thin film of SiOC, in order to ensure that the tip is
chemically and electrically passivated. When the metallic tip and the sample are electrically
connected, a Contact Potential Difference (∆CPD=∆Φ/e) is established, being equal with the
work function difference between the tip and the sample. A backing potential is applied and the
circuit is balanced, attaining the null-condition (dI/dt = 0). When the surrounding atmospheric
conditions change, the circuit is un-balanced and the relative changes in the work function of the
sample are recorded. The detailed representation of the experimental principle is shown in Fig. 2.

Fig. 1. Experimental setup for simultaneous evaluation of the electrical resistance and relative work function
of SnO2-NiO gas sensors (color online).

Fig. 2. Experimental principle for work function investigation on SnO2-NiO gas sensors (color online).

The work function has three components: Φ = qV s+χ+µ. Considering the electrochemical
potential (µ) constant (e.g. in the case when grain sizes are larger than the Debye length), the
electronic affinity (χ) and the surface band bending (qV s) are the only components that can be
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influenced by surface reactions. The former can be influenced by the weakly bonded species
adsorbed on the surface which do not exchange free charge carriers with the material, while the
latter is determined by the changes occurred in the net surface charge [17]. Thus, measuring the
electrical resistance allows the determination of changes in the surface band bending (q∆Vs) and
together with the changes in the work function (∆φ), one can gain insights about the subsequent
electronic affinity variations (∆χ). The aforementioned explanation can be better understood
with the help of the following equation:

∆φ = q∆V s+ ∆χ (1)

Insights about the surface reactivity with respect to the water and H2S interaction were gained
while the sample was constantly polarized using the Keithley internal voltage supply at 3V and
the current passing though the sample was recorded.

3. Results and discussion

3.1. Water interaction mechanism
It is known that within many applications, relative humidity is the most interfering agent [18].

Therefore, prior to test gas interaction it should be of highly importance to consider the influence
of water vapors over the sensitive material. Generally accepted, in the temperature range where
MOS based sensors are normally operated (100 – 400 ◦C), the surface reactions with water
vapors take place in forms of capillary condensed water via physisorption (hydrogen bonds) or
via chemisorption (hydroxyl surface groups). Above 200 ◦C the physisorbed water is no longer
present, while the hydroxyl groups (OH−) are still bonded to the surface up to 400 ◦C and above
[19]. In the case of SnO2 – 1 wt.% NiO, the experimental results are presented in Fig. 3.

Fig. 3. Potential changes in terms of work function, surface band bending and electronic affinity with
respect to the relative humidity levels (color online).
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As can be seen, the potential changes are mainly determined by the changes from dry to hu-
mid air (0 to 10%RH), the former RH increase does not bring significant changes. Accordingly,
the measurements were focused on 50%RH, as medium value generally accepted for infield ap-
plications.

The donor effect related to the presence of water can be explained through the interaction
mechanisms proposed by Heiland and Kohl [20].

The first one links the available electrons to the “rooted” OH group species in strong relation
with the lattice oxygen, following the next interaction pathway:

H2O +Mlat +O−
lat ↔ (Mδ+

lat −OH
δ−) +OlatH + e− (2)

This reaction is based on the homolytic dissociation of water followed by the reaction be-
tween the free protons with the lattice oxygen:

H +O−
lat ↔ OlatH + e− (3)

The second one implies the production of oxygen vacancies, which in turn, through ioniza-
tion, will create free available electrons:

H2O + 2Mlat +Olat ↔ 2(Mδ+
lat −OH

δ−) + V (4)

And the oxygen vacancy ionization: V↔V◦+ e−

The relationship between the electrical conductance and the surface band bending (qVs) can
be written as:

Gn ∼ exp
(
− qV s

kBT

)
(5)
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GRH
Gair

= exp

(
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)
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Applying the logarithm operation to the relation (8), one can express the link between the
conductance changes and the band bending variations (q∆Vs), according to:

ln
GRH
Gair

= −q∆Vs
kBT

(9)

And using the relation: G=1/R, equation (9) becomes:

kBT ln

(
Rair
RRH

)
= −q∆Vs (10)

Apart from the decrease in the band bending during RH exposure, due to the donor effect
of the water, another interesting aspect which should be taken into account, is the insignificant
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variation of the electronic affinity (∆χ) (see Fig. 3). Normally, in the case of un-loaded SnO2,
dissociative adsorption of water on the surface takes place in the form of hydroxyl groups, bonded
to the Sn4+ atoms, leading to an increase of 150 meV in the electronic affinity [21].

In our case, SnO2 - 1 wt.% NiO shows only a change of 38 meV upon first two levels of
RH, followed by a quenching behavior. Such value is with 28% smaller than the kBT @ 350 ◦C
(53.7 meV). Thus, it was demonstrated that the presence of NiO plays a mitigation role within
the subsequent water-surface interaction.

3.2. H2S interaction mechanism at fixed RH level
The first step envisages the evaluation of the sensor signal dependence with respect to the

H2S concentration under the presence of 50% RH (Fig. 4).

Fig. 4. Sensor signal dependence of SnO2-NiO gas sensors exposed to different H2S concentrations.

The sensor signal was defined as the ratio between the electrical resistance in air with 50%
RH and the electrical resistance in the presence of H2S. As one can see, the sensor signal obeys
a power law dependence through the whole range of H2S concentrations, without reaching satu-
ration. Such sensitization effect can be attributed to the high efficiency of H2S interaction with
the surface adsorbed species [22]. Since the surrounding atmosphere contains ionosorbed oxygen
and surface hydroxyl groups, it is interesting to bring insights about the dominant H2S interaction
partners.

The first hint about the possible gas-sensing interplay is given by the power law exponent cal-
culated in Fig. 4. For instance, the change in the electrical resistance, respectively the change in
the surface band bending is closely correlated with the changes in the surface coverage with the
ionosorbed oxygen species. On the surface of a specific MOS material, different forms of oxygen
can be found with respect to the operating temperature. The subsequent adsorption induces the
appearance of a depletion layer at the surface, mirrored through an increase in the surface poten-
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tial band bending id est. increase in the electrical resistance. Exposing the sensitive material to
reducing gases like H2S, leads to a net decrease in the overall coverage with oxygen species and
to a decrease in the electrical resistance. As such, at a certain operating temperature, the sensing
effect can be quantitatively evaluated through the power law exponent, strongly dependent on the
nature of the adsorbed oxygen species [23].

For instance, the dependence of the sensor signal on the H2S concentration obeys the follow-
ing relation:

S =
Rair
RH2S

∼ a · cnH2S (11)

where, Rair is the electrical resistance in the presence of air with 50% RH, RH2S is the electrical
resistance for H2S exposure, a represents a constant as fitting parameter, c is the concentration
of H2S and n is the power law exponent.

According to Barsan et al. [17], the exponent value may take different values between 0.25
and 1, with respect to the type of the oxygen species involved in interaction. It has been proved
by TPD, FTIR and ERP studies that for pure SnO2 material, the power law exponent dependence
can be summarized as follows:

Table 1. The nature of the chemisorbed oxygen species as a function of the operating temperature.
Exponent value

n
Oxygen type involved in

interaction with reducing gases
Operating temperature for SnO2

0.25 O−− above 400 ◦C
0.5 O− below 400 ◦C
1 O−

2 up to 150 ◦C

Based on the aforementioned prediction, one should expect to gain an exponential factor
closely to 0.5, according to the presence of O− as chemisorbed dominant species at temperatures
below 400 ◦C. One of the possible reasons why the experimental exponent was found to be
close to 1 might be due to, either the presence of relative humidity as interfering agent or to the
interaction of oxygen with the surface NiO loaded material.

However, additional work function investigations are needed in order to get insight about the
sensing mechanism involved in H2S detection with SnO2 – 1 wt.% NiO material.

The experimental results of simultaneous electrical resistance and work function investiga-
tions (Fig. 5) indicate a decrease in the surface band bending (q∆V s) with the increase in the
H2S concentration.

Moreover, it should be noted that the band bending changes do not reach saturation. This can
be translated into a constant presence of the reaction partners for the H2S interaction. Therefore,
the most probable oxygen species involved in the H2S interaction mechanism [24] are either
O−

2 or O−.
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Fig. 5. Potential changes in terms of work function, surface band bending and electronic affinity with
respect to the H2S concentrations for SnO2-NiO gas sensors (color online).

Accordingly, the possible quasi-chemical reactions pathways may be written as follows:

2H2S + 3O−
2 → 2SO2 + 2H2O + 3e− (12)

H2S + 3O− → SO2 + 2H2O + 3e− (13)

Fig. 6. Surface oxygen chemisorption in the case of SnO2-NiO gas sensors (color online).
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Fig. 7. The H2S interaction with the SnO2-NiO gas sensors and the downstream by-products (color online).

We assume that additional water is produced during the reaction between the SnO2 -1 wt.%
NiO material and H2S. According to Kim et al, the NiO nanoclusters have been found to be
responsible in reducing the overall humidity interference [25], acting as “trapping” surface sites
for hydroxyl groups (Fig. 8).

Fig. 8. Cartoon representing the preferential adsorption of the hydroxyl groups on the NiO surface sites
(color online).

As such, the subsequent water decomposition in form of OH− species are likely to be trapped
on the NiO surface loaded sites, leading to an increase in the electronic affinity, followed by a
saturation behavior. This phenomenon leaves the SnO2 available for the next interaction with the
following H2S gas species.
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4. Conclusions
Through this research we could underline the major role played by the presence of NiO at

the surface of SnO2 as “trapping” element for subsequent surface hydroxylation. This effect was
revealed by simultaneous electrical resistance and relative work function investigations. Addi-
tionally, the H2S gas sensing performances were highlighted using the SnO2 - 1 wt.% NiO based
gas sensors operated at 350 ◦C under the presence of 50% RH. An appropriate H2S gas sensing
mechanism was addressed based on the experimental findings
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